Conformational analysis of human dihydrofolate reductase inhibitor complexes: crystal structure determination of wild type and F31 mutant binary and ternary inhibitor complexes.
These structural studies reveal unusual intermolecular interactions for the binding of inhibitors and cofactor in ternary complexes with both wild type and F31 mutant recombinant human DHFR and show that these inhibitors have flexibility in occupying the active site. These studies also possibly indicate the first structural data for a ternary complex with a folate inhibitor and a polyglutamate side chain. However, further refinement of this data is necessary before this can be confirmed. In contrast to the ternary complexes of folate and MTX, the lipophilic antifolate PTX binds with its methoxybenzoyl ring oriented toward the cofactor nicotinamide ring, while that of TMQ it is bound closer to the Phe-31 position. Furthermore, the nicotinamide ring makes a close contact to the N10 amine of TMQ, significantly different from its binding site interactions in MTX complexes. These data also reveal that the conserved contacts between the cofactor carboxyamide with the enzyme backbone residues Ala-9 and Ile-16 are dictated by the enzyme and that changes in the orientation of the structural elements requires only subtle changes in the secondary structural units in which they are contained. Therefore, only by careful analysis of a series of enzyme complexes can the mechanisms of binding action be delineated.